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Hysteretic-Viscous Hybrid Damper System With Stopper Mechanism for Tall Buildings Under Earthquake Ground Motions of Extremely Large Amplitude

Shoki Hashizume and Izuru Takewaki*

Department of Architecture and Architectural Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan

This paper is aimed at proposing a hysteretic-viscous hybrid (HVH) damper system for tall buildings subjected to long-period pulse-type earthquake ground motions of extremely large amplitudes. The HVH system was introduced for a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system in the recent paper (Hashizume and Takewaki, 2020). The HVH system consists of a large-stroke viscous damper and a hysteretic damper with a gap mechanism as a stopper for mitigating catastrophic damage. In the present paper, the effectiveness of the HVH system is shown for tall buildings. Pulse-type earthquake ground motions of an extremely large amplitude have been recorded in the past (for example Northridge 1994 and Kumamoto 2016). These ground motions risk causing catastrophic damage to high-rise and base-isolated buildings with a long natural period. A double impulse is used here as a substitute for pulse-type ground motions of an extremely large amplitude. Time-history response analyses are performed for an amplitude-modulated critical double impulse to reveal the effectiveness of the proposed HVH system. In addition, double impulse pushover (DIP) analysis, which was proposed by Akehashi and Takewaki (2019), is conducted to reveal the critical resonant performance of elastic-plastic tall buildings together with the analysis for recorded ground motion at Kumamoto (2016). A comparison with the dual hysteretic damper (DHD) system composed of parallel-type small- and large-amplitude hysteretic dampers is also conducted to investigate the seismic performance of the proposed HVH system.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the nature of natural hazards is changing rapidly, the measures for upgrading the resilience of structures need further investigation from various viewpoints (Brunea et al., 2003; Cimellaro et al., 2010; Takewaki et al., 2011; Noroozinejad et al., 2019; Takewaki, 2020). The resistance to disturbances and the recovery from damages are two phases in the resilience. Although the resistance has been investigated and upgraded by advancing structural engineering technology, the recovery includes many complicated factors related to various multidisciplinary fields.

Up until the 1980s, it was expected that building structures should resist natural hazards by their reasonable design, i.e. allocation of stiffness and strength of their members. However, after the
experience of catastrophic damages due to unpredictable natural hazards, the design principle was partially changed to the use of passive control devices for continuous use of buildings without disruption. The wide range of research on passive control can be found across versatile literature (for example, Aiken et al., 1993; Hanson, 1993; Nakashima et al., 1996; Soong and Dargush, 1997; Hanson and Soong, 2001; Takewaki, 2009; Lagaros et al., 2013; Fukumoto and Takewaki, 2017; Tani et al., 2017; Hayashi et al., 2018; Makita et al., 2018; Kondo and Takewaki, 2019; Kawai et al., 2020). Even in such circumstances, another kind of difficulty arose in the 2016 Kumamoto earthquake (Japan). In that earthquake, repeated severe shakings were observed within two days and a JMA (Japan Meteorological Agency) seismic intensity level of 7 (the highest level in JMA scale; approximately X-XII in Mercalli scale) was recorded in both shakings. During this earthquake, unprecedented large-amplitude ground motions (over 2.0m/s velocity amplitude compared to 0.5m/s for severe earthquake ground motions for tall buildings in Japan), called long-period pulse-type ground motions, were recorded. Since such large-amplitude ground motion is a serious event, the suppression of plastic deformations is strongly desired in view of the resistance and recovery from the viewpoint of earthquake resilience (Kojima and Takewaki, 2016; Ogawa et al., 2017).

Smart and optimal use of passive dampers is one of the main topics in the field of structural control and has been investigated extensively after the type of dampers is specified (see, for example, Xia and Hanson, 1992; Inoue and Kuwahara, 1998; Uetani et al., 2003; Aydin et al., 2007; Takewaki, 2009; Lavan and Levy, 2010; Adachi et al., 2013a,b; Lagaros et al., 2013; Akehashi and Takewaki, 2019; Domenico et al., 2019). For linear and nonlinear viscous dampers, various approaches have been developed (Uetani et al., 2003; Attard, 2007; Aydin et al., 2007; Takewaki, 2009; Lavan and Levy, 2010; Adachi et al., 2013a,b; Akehashi and Takewaki, 2019; Domenico et al., 2019). Since viscous dampers possess a cost problem (Murakami et al., 2013b), hysteretic dampers have often been used in earthquake prone countries. At the same time, simultaneous use of various types of dampers has been sought (Uetani et al., 2003; Murakami et al., 2013a,b). The nonlinear force-deformation characteristics of hysteretic dampers are similar to those of cost-effective friction-damped types (Pall and Marsh, 1982; Austin and Pister, 1985; Filiatrault and Cherry, 1990; Cherry and Filiatrault, 1993; Ciampi et al., 1995).

Compared to viscous dampers, the design of hysteretic dampers requires different kinds of treatment due to their peculiar characteristics. Inoue and Kuwahara (1998) picked up a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) model and derived a rule on the optimal hysteretic damper quantity in terms of the equivalent viscous damping (Caughey, 1960; Jacobsen, 1960). Murakami et al. (2013b) proposed a general and stable sensitivity-based approach applicable to various kinds of dampers including hysteretic dampers. The above-mentioned peculiar characteristics in hysteretic dampers require the use of numerical optimization algorithms including time-history response analysis for response evaluation. This resulted in a tremendous amount of computational effort to reveal original properties of the optimal damper location and quantity. Compared to such conventional approaches, Shiomi et al. (2016) introduced an innovative design method for hysteretic dampers using an explicit expression for the maximum elastic-plastic response of a SDOF system with hysteretic dampers under ‘the critical double impulse’ as a representative of near-fault ground motions (Kojima and Takewaki, 2015). Then an explicit optimization was performed using this explicit expression. Afterward, Shiomi et al. (2018) proposed another vibration control system called a ‘dual hysteretic damper (DHD)’ system. Then Shiomi et al. (2018) developed a sensitivity-based optimal method of damper placement for multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) systems. Recently, Hashizume and Takewaki (2020) proposed another new vibration control system called a ‘hysteretic-viscous hybrid (HVH)’ damper system by replacing the DSA (short-range hysteretic damper) in the DHD system with a viscous damper. They compared the response reduction performance between the DHD and the HVH for SDOF systems. However, the performance comparison for MDOF systems and various input levels of earthquake ground motions have never been conducted.

In this paper, the MDOF systems with the HVH system and the DHD system are subjected to the double impulse as a representative of long-period, pulse-type ground motions and a performance comparison is conducted. It should be remarked that only the critical resonant double impulse is marked as the input and the critical response properties of both damper systems can be clarified. It is further made clear that the double impulse pushover (DIP) analysis for increasing input level enables a clear description of critical response properties of both innovative damper systems.

DOUBLE IMPULSE AS REPRESENTATIVE OF MAIN PART OF PULSE-TYPE GROUND MOTION

Kojima and Takewaki (2015) clarified that the double impulse captures the property of the main part (like a one-cycle sine wave) of a near-fault pulse-type ground motion. They found that, while the analysis of the response to the forced input, such as a sinusoidal input or earthquake ground motions, needs a combination of free and forced-vibration components even for their elastic linear responses, the double impulse only produces a free-vibration component. This helps to avoid treating the transcendental equation for resonance curves and to take full advantage of the energy balance law for obtaining the maximum response without time-history response analysis. It is often the case that the main part of a near-fault ground motion is first substituted by a one-cycle sine wave \( \ddot{u}_g \sin(\omega_p t) \) as shown in Eq. (1) (see Figure 1A) and then transformed into a double impulse \( \ddot{u}_g(t) \) expressed by Eq. (2) (see Figure 1B).

\[
\ddot{u}_g \sin(\omega_p t) = A_p \sin(\omega_p t) \\
\ddot{u}_g(t) = V \dot{S}(t - t_0) 
\]

In Eqs. (1) and (2), \( A_p, \omega_p, V, t_0 \) are the acceleration amplitude and circular frequency of the one-cycle sine wave,
the velocity amplitude of the double impulse and the time interval of the two impulses, respectively, and $\delta(t)$ is the Dirac delta function. Kojima and Takewaki (2015) required the same maximum Fourier amplitude in this transformation to make their influences equivalent. This transformation is explained briefly in the following (Akehashi et al., 2018).

The Fourier transform of Eq. (2) can be expressed as

$$\tilde{U}_g(\omega) = V(1 - e^{-i\omega t_0})$$

(3)

On the other hand, the Fourier transform of Eq. (1) can be computed by

$$\tilde{U}_g\sin(\omega) = \int_0^{2\pi} [A_p \sin(\omega t)] e^{-i\omega t} dt$$

$$= \frac{\pi t_0 A_p}{\pi^2 - (\omega t_0)^2} (1 - e^{-2\omega t_0})$$

(4)

From Eqs. (3), (4), the Fourier amplitudes of both inputs are expressed by

$$|\tilde{U}_g(\omega)| = V \sqrt{2 - 2 \cos(\omega t_0)}$$

(5)

$$|\tilde{U}_g\sin(\omega)| = A_p \frac{2\pi t_0 \sin(\omega t_0)}{\pi^2 - (\omega t_0)^2}$$

(6)

The ratio $a$ of $A_p$ to $V$ as a principal index of this transformation is introduced by

$$A_p = aV$$

(7)

The coefficient $a$ as a function of $t_0$ can be derived as follows from Eqs. (5)–(7) and the condition on the equivalence of the maximum Fourier amplitude $|\tilde{U}_g(\omega)|_{\text{max}} = |\tilde{U}_g\sin(\omega)|_{\text{max}}$.

$$a(t_0) = \frac{A_p}{V} = \max \frac{\sqrt{2 - 2 \cos(\omega t_0)}}{\max \frac{2\pi t_0 \sin(\omega t_0)}{\pi^2 - (\omega t_0)^2}}$$

(8)

In Eq. (8), it is obvious that $\max \sqrt{2 - 2 \cos(\omega t_0)} = 2$. As for the denominator of Eq. (8), let us define the function $f(x) = \sin(x)/(\pi^2 - x^2)$. The maximum value $f_{\text{max}}$ of $f(x)$ and the corresponding argument $x = x_0$ can be obtained as follows (Akehashi et al., 2018).

$$x_0 = 2.63099585...$$

(9)
After some manipulation of Eq. (8), \( a(t_0) = 1/(\pi t_0 f_{\text{max}}) \) is derived.

Consider the ratio of the maximum velocity \( V_p \) of the one-cycle sine wave to the velocity amplitude \( V \) of the double impulse. The velocity \( \dot{u}_g \sin \) of the one-cycle acceleration sine wave is expressed by

\[
\dot{u}_g \sin(t) = \int_0^t \ddot{u}_g \sin(t) \, dt = \int_0^t A_p \sin(\omega_p t) \, dt = \frac{A_p}{\omega_p} \left\{ 1 - \cos(\omega_p t) \right\} 
\]

Eq. (11) provides the maximum velocity \( V_p \) of the one-cycle sine wave.

\[
V_p = 2A_p/\omega_p 
\]

The relation \( a(t_0) = 1/(\pi t_0 f_{\text{max}}) \) derived above and Eq. (12) lead to the relation between \( V_p \) and \( V \).

\[
V_p = \left( 2/(\pi^2 f_{\text{max}}) \right) V 
\]

From Eqs. (10) and (13), \( V_p/V \) is expressed as

\[
V_p/V = 2/(\pi^2 f_{\text{max}}) = 1.22218898... 
\]

The response correspondence between the one-cycle sine wave and the double impulse can be found in the reference (Kojima and Takewaki, 2015). This supports the validity of the use of the double impulse in place of the one-cycle sine wave and the near-fault ground motion.

**PROPOSED HYSTERETIC-VISCOUS HYBRID (HVH) DAMPER**

A new hysteretic-viscous hybrid (HVH) damper system was proposed in the recent paper (Hashizume and Takewaki, 2020). In this damper system, a gap mechanism is attached to a hysteretic damper in series (called DLA) and a viscous damper is used in parallel. The gap mechanism provides a trigger function for the hysteretic damper to delay its functioning. As a result, this hysteretic damper with a gap mechanism possesses a large-stroke range vibration and the hysteretic damper with a gap mechanism is expected to work as a stopper for the large-amplitude range vibration.

**RESPONSE REDUCTION BY HYSTERETIC DAMPER WITH GAP MECHANISM**

In this section, the response reduction characteristic of the MDOF system with the HVH system is presented. Especially, the influence of DLA with gap mechanism as a stopper element will be focused. The structural parameters of the main frame, the viscous damper, and the hysteretic damper (DLA) in the MDOF system with the HVH system are shown in Table 1.

The total story shear strength in the \( i \)-th story can be expressed by

\[
Q_i = k_{Fi} dy + k_i k_{Fi} (d_{iy} - d_{gh}) = (1 + k_i) k_{Fi} dy 
\]

and the corresponding yield shear force coefficient is expressed by

\[
\gamma_i = Q_i / \sum_{j=0}^{10} m_j g 
\]

where \( m_j \) is the jth story mass, \( g \) is the acceleration of gravity. In addition, the strength ratio (ratio of the damper yield strength to the story yield strength of the entire system) is expressed by

\[
\beta_i = k_i k_{Fi} dy / ((1 + k_i) k_{Fi} dy) = k_i / (1 + k_i) 
\]

Using the parameters in Table 1, the strength ratio becomes 0, 0.5, 0.67, 0.8 for \( k_i = 0, 1, 2, 4 \). It is known that this strength ratio has a significant influence on the global response of building structures with displacement-dependent energy dissipation devices (Inoue and Kuwahara, 1998; Oviedo et al., 2010). However, since the present hysteretic damper system includes a gap mechanism, the previous results cannot be applied directly.

The nonlinear time-history response analysis was conducted by using a Newmark-\( \beta \) method (constant acceleration method). The accuracy of the analysis program was confirmed through the comparison with the general-purpose computer program, ‘SNAP’ (SNAP, 2015).

The critical timing of the second impulse is obtained by conducting a time-history response analysis under the first impulse and finding the time attaining the zero value of the sum of restoring force and damping force of the damper in the first story (Akehashi and Takewaki, 2019).

**Figure 3** illustrates the frame ductility factor distributions of inter-story drift for various stiffness ratios \( k_l = 0, 1, 2, 4 \) of DLA.
TABLE 1 | Structural parameters of main frame, viscous damper, and hysteretic damper (HVH system).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main frame</th>
<th>Structural parameters of main frame, viscous damper, and hysteretic damper (HVH system).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of stories</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Story height</td>
<td>3.5 (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor mass</td>
<td>$4.0 \times 10^5$ (kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental-mode damping ratio</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield interstory drift $d_y$</td>
<td>0.0233 (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Story stiffness in first story $k_{F_1}$</td>
<td>Undamped fundamental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>natural period $T_1$</td>
<td>3.15 (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>natural circular frequency $\omega_1$</td>
<td>2.00 (rad/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Story stiffness distribution</td>
<td>Trapezoidal (top to bottom stiffness ratio = 0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscous damper</td>
<td>Damping ratio (Damping coefficient: proportional to main frame stiffness) 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hysteretic damper with gap mechanism (DLA)</td>
<td>Trigger displacement of DLA $d_{gh}$ ($=d_y$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield displacement of DLA $d_{Ly}$</td>
<td>0.0233 (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiffness ratio of DLA to main frame $k_L$</td>
<td>0.0467 (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1, 2, 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 3 | Frame ductility factor distribution of inter-story drift for various stiffness ratios $k_L = 0, 1, 2, 4$ of the hysteretic damper (DLA) to the main frame (left) and maximum frame ductility factor with respect to $k_L$ (right) in the MDOF system with the HVH system under critical double impulse, (A) Velocity level of double impulse $V = 1.0$ (m/s), (B) $V = 1.5$ (m/s), (C) $V = 2.0$ (m/s) (solid black circles indicate responses to corresponding one-cycle sine wave).
to the main frame and the maximum frame ductility factor with respect to stiffness ratio $k_L$ of DLA to the main frame in the MDOF system with the HVH system under the critical double impulse for various velocity levels $V = 1.0, 1.5, 2.0$ (m/s).

It can be seen that, in the MDOF model without DLA ($k_L = 0$), a remarkable damage concentration can be observed in lower stories. This phenomenon is often encountered when ordinary tall building structures without special passive dampers (like a stopper system) are subjected to a pulse-type ground motion. As the value $k_L$ becomes larger, the maximum frame ductility factor becomes smaller and its distribution approaches a nearly uniform one. It is noted that, when the input velocity is large (Figure 3C), DLA yields and the uniformity breaks down a little bit. Furthermore, it can be found that DLA works in the elastic range when $k_L$ becomes larger than an appropriate value ($k_L = 1$ for $V = 1.0$ (m/s), $k_L = 2$ for $V = 1.5$ (m/s), $k_L = 6$ for $V = 2.0$ (m/s)). In Figure 3C, the ductility factor distribution for the corresponding one-cycle sine wave for $k_L = 0$ and $V = 2.0$ (m/s) is plotted with solid black circles for comparison. It can be seen that the critical double impulse is a good substitute of the corresponding one-cycle sine wave. In the input transformation, Eqs. (7)–(14) were used.

### MODEL PARAMETER SETTING FOR HVH DAMPER SYSTEM AND DHD DAMPER SYSTEM

In this section, the model parameter setting is presented for the HVH damper system and the DHD damper system.

Figure 4 shows the MDOF systems with the HVH damper system (Figures 4A, B) and the DHD damper system (Figures 4C, D). The story shear force-inter-story drift relations for both models are also presented. In the later analysis, the case of $d_{gh} = d_y$ and $d_{sy} = 2d_y$ is treated. Figure 5 indicates the equivalence condition of the viscous damper in the HVH system and the hysteretic damper (DSA) in the DHD system.

Let us introduce the following equivalence condition between the damping force $c_i V$ in the viscous damper and the yielding force $k K_i d_{sy}$ of the DSA in the $i$-th story.

$$c_i V = k K_i d_{sy}$$

(15)

This guarantees the equivalence of the maximum forces in the HVH system (viscous damper) and the DHD system (DSA). Since it is assumed here that the damping coefficients of the viscous dampers are proportional to the elastic stiffnesses of the main frame, the following relation holds for the initial stiffness matrix of the main frame $[K]$, the damping matrix of the viscous dampers $[C]$, the undamped fundamental natural circular frequency $\omega_1$, and the damping ratio $h_1$ of the viscous dampers.

$$[C] = \frac{2 h_1}{\omega_1} [K]$$

(16)

Eq. (16) provides the following relation.

$$c_i = \frac{2 h_1}{\omega_1} K_i$$

(17)
TABLE 2 | Structural parameters of main frame and two hysteretic dampers (DHD system).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main frame</th>
<th>Number of stories</th>
<th>Story height</th>
<th>Floor mass</th>
<th>Fundamental-mode damping ratio</th>
<th>Yield interstory drift $d_y$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.5 (m)</td>
<td>4.0x10^5 (kg)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.0223 (m)</td>
<td>0.0233 (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Story stiffness in first story</td>
<td>Undamped fundamental natural period $T_1$</td>
<td>7.2x10^8 (N/m)</td>
<td>3.15 (s)</td>
<td>2.00 (rad/s)</td>
<td>Trapezoidal (top to bottom stiffness ratio = 0.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hysteric damper for short range (DSA)

| Yield displacement of DSA $d_{Sy}$ | 0.0163 (m) |

Hysteretic damper with gap mechanism (DLA)

| Trigger displacement of DLA $d_{Sy}$ | 0.0233 (m) |
| Yield displacement of DLA $d_{Ly}$ | 0.0487 (m) |

Hysteretic damper for short range (DSA)

$Yield displacement of DSA d_{Sy} = 0.7d_y$ 

| 0.0163 (m) |

FIGURE 6 | Damper properties, (A) Stiffness ratio $k$ of DSA in DHD to main frame with respect to damping ratio $h_1$ of viscous damper in HVH (using Eq. (18) for $V = 1.0$ (m/s)), (B) Damping coefficient $c_i$ of viscous dampers in HVH for several damping ratios.

From Eqs. (15) and (17), the stiffness ratio $k$ of DSA to the main frame can be expressed in terms of $h_1$ of the viscous dampers.

$$k = \frac{2V}{\omega_1 d_{Sy}} h_1$$  (18)

In this paper, the damping coefficients were determined for the lowest mode. Although the lowest vibration component is predominant in elastic building structures under usual ground motions (especially in deformation components), higher mode effects may be non-negligible in elastic-plastic building structures (Akehashi and Takewaki, 2020).

For the equivalence condition, the specification of the input velocity level of the double impulse is necessary. $V = 1.0$ (m/s) is used throughout this paper. Table 2 shows the structural parameters of the main frame and two hysteretic dampers in the DHD system. By using the parameters in Table 2, the relation of Eq. (18) can be expressed as shown in Figure 6A. It should be noted that Table 1 was only used for the analysis in Figure 3 and the stiffness of DLA in the DHD system shown in Table 2 is used in the later analysis of the HVH system. Therefore, the DLA is the same in the HVH and the DHD.

RESPONSE COMPARISON BETWEEN MDOF SYSTEM WITH HVH SYSTEM AND MDOF SYSTEM WITH DHD SYSTEM

In this section, the responses of the MDOF system with the HVH system and the MDOF system with the DHD system are compared.

Figure 7 shows the frame ductility factor distributions of inter-story drift in the MDOF system with the HVH system for various damping levels of viscous dampers $h_1 = 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3$ and the MDOF system with the DHD system of the equivalent damper quantity of DSA (using Eq. (18)) under the critical double impulse with $V = 2.0$ (m/s). The damping coefficients $c_i$ of viscous dampers in the HVH system are shown in Figure 6B. It can be observed that, in the case of $h_1 = 0.01, 0.02$, the response reduction effect is larger in the DHD system. On the other hand, as the viscous damper quantity in the HVH system becomes larger, the response reduction effect is larger in the HVH system. However, the response reduction effects of both damper systems do not differ so much.

On the other hand, Figure 8 presents the time histories of the 15th-story inter-story drifts of the MDOF system.
with the HVH system for various damping levels \( h_1 = 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 \) of viscous dampers and the MDOF system with the DHD system with the equivalent damper quantity of DSA (using Eq. (18)) under the critical double impulse with \( V = 2.0 \) (m/s). Furthermore, Figure 9 illustrates similar time histories for the 30th-story inter-story drifts. It can be seen that, although the 15th-story inter-story drifts of both damper systems (HVH and DHD) do not differ so much in the case of \( h_1 = 0.05, 0.1 \) (Figure 7), the MDOF system with the DHD system exhibits a larger residual deformation. Since DLA does not go into the plastic range, this residual deformation seems to result from the plastic deformation of DSA. In addition, in the case of \( h_1 = 0.01, 0.02 \), the 15th-story inter-story drifts of both damper systems (HVH and DHD) cause large residual deformations. Since DLA goes into the plastic range in both HVH and DHD systems, this residual deformation seems to result from the plastic deformation of DLA. On the other hand, the 30th-story inter-story drifts of both damper systems (HVH and DHD) do not cause so much large residual deformation. This is because the maximum 30th-story inter-story drifts of both damper systems...
DOUBLE IMPULSE PUSHOVER (DIP) ANALYSIS

In this section, the characteristic of damage concentration for increasing input level is clarified for both the MDOF system with the HVH system and the MDOF system with the DHD system. This analysis is completed by using the double impulse pushover (DIP) analysis proposed by Akehashi and Takewaki (2019). In the DIP analysis, the critical timing of the second impulse is computed for a specified input level by conducting a time-history response analysis under the first impulse and finding the time attaining the zero value of the sum of restoring force and damping force of the damper in the first story. Then, this procedure is repeated for the increasing input velocity level (Akehashi and Takewaki, 2019).

**Figure 10** shows the results of the DIP analysis ($V = 0.3$–$3.0$ (m/s) with increment $0.3$ (m/s)) for the MDOF system with the HVH system for various damping levels $h_l = 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3$ of viscous dampers and the MDOF system with DHD system of equivalent damper quantity of DSA (using Eq. (18)) under critical double impulse with $V = 2.0$ (m/s).
DSA (using Eq. (18) for $V = 1.0$ (m/s)). It can be observed that, in the case of $h_1 = 0.01$, as the input velocity level increases, the damage concentration occurs in the middle stories in both systems of HVH and DHD. On the other hand, in the case of $h_1 = 0.02$, a different phenomenon occurs as the input velocity level increases. While the damage concentration occurs in the middle stories for the HVH system, that occurs in the lower stories for the DHD system. When the fundamental damping ratio attains $h_1 = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3$, the frame ductility factor distribution exhibits almost uniform distribution in both damper systems even for the input velocity level $V = 3.0$ (m/s) and DLA almost remains in the elastic range. Since the DIP analysis only seeks for the critical resonant case, it is appropriate for clarifying the system's critical performance for the increasing input level.

Figure 11 presents the maximum frame ductility factor with respect to the input velocity level of the double...
impulse for the MDOF system with HVH system for various damping levels $\delta_1 = 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3$ of viscous dampers and the MDOF system with DHD system of the equivalent damper quantity of DSA (using Eq. (18) for $V = 1.0$ (m/s)). It can be understood that, in the case of $\delta_1 = 0.01, 0.02, 0.05$, the DHD damper system exhibits a higher response reduction performance for a wide range of input level. On the other hand, in the case of $\delta_1 = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3$, the HVH damper system is superior to the DHD damper system in the larger input velocity range. However, its difference is quite small.

**FIGURE 10** | Double impulse pushover (DIP) analysis ($V = 0.3$–$3.0$ (m/s) with increment $0.3$ (m/s)) for MDOF systems with HVH system for various damping levels $\delta_1 = 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3$ of viscous dampers and with DHD system of equivalent damper quantity of DSA (using Eq. (18) for $V = 1.0$ (m/s)). It can be understood that, in the case of $\delta_1 = 0.01, 0.02, 0.05$, the DHD damper system exhibits a higher response reduction performance for a wide range of input level. On the other hand, in the case of $\delta_1 = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3$, the HVH damper system is superior to the DHD damper system in the larger input velocity range. However, its difference is quite small.

**RESPONSE COMPARISON OF MDOF BUILDING MODEL INCLUDING HVH SYSTEM WITH BUILDING MODEL INCLUDING DHD SYSTEM UNDER RECORDED GROUND MOTION OF EXTREMELY LARGE AMPLITUDE**

The effectiveness of the HVH system and the DHD system in the MDOF building model under a recorded long-period pulse-type ground motion of extremely large amplitude is shown.
in this section. Figures 12A-B show a ground acceleration time history and the corresponding velocity time history of the JMA Nishiharamura-Komori (EW) wave during the Kumamoto earthquake in 2016. This ground motion is known as a long-period pulse-type ground motion of extremely large velocity amplitude. While the maximum velocity level of severe earthquake ground motions in the code for tall buildings in Japan is 0.5 m/s, the recorded one in the Kumamoto earthquake is over 2.0 m/s. Figures 12C–F show the displacement, velocity, acceleration response spectra, and the input energy spectrum (Ordaz et al., 2003). It can be understood that this ground motion has a large velocity response around 0.7, 3.0(s) and the intensity around 3.0(s) is expected to influence the response of the present MDOF model with the HVH of the fundamental natural period 3.15(s). Furthermore, it is noted that, since the MDOF model with the DHD possesses DSA, its fundamental natural period is shorter than 3.15(s). It should also be remarked that this recorded ground motion is not necessarily critical to the MDOF systems.
FIGURE 12 | Long-period pulse-type ground motion of extremely large amplitude, (A) Ground acceleration of JMA Nishiharamura-Komori (EW) wave, (B) Ground velocity of JMA Nishiharamura-Komori (EW) wave, (C) Displacement response spectrum, (D) Velocity response spectrum, (E) Acceleration response spectrum (Hashizume and Takewaki, 2020), and (F) Input energy spectrum.

with the HVH system and with the DHD system because both models will experience the large plastic response.

Figure 13 indicates the comparison of frame ductility factor distributions of inter-story drift in the MDOF system with the HVH system for various damping levels $h_1 = 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3$ of viscous dampers and the MDOF system with the DHD system of the equivalent damper quantity of DSA (using Eq. (18) for $V = 1.0 \text{ (m/s)}$) under the JMA Nishiharamura-Komori (EW). It can be observed that the DHD system exhibits a high response reduction performance for various damping levels $h_1 = 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1$ of viscous dampers under this recorded ground motion. More specifically, when the damping levels of viscous dampers are $h_1 = 0.01, 0.02$, the frame ductility factor exceeds 2 and DLA goes into the plastic range. In addition, some damage concentration can be observed in lower and middle stories. On the other hand, when the damping levels of viscous dampers are $h_1 = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3$, the frame ductility factor does not exceed 2 approximately and DLA remains in the elastic range. In addition, no damage concentration is observed. It is important to note again that the MDOF system with the DHD system has a fundamental natural period shorter than 3.15(s) of the bare frame (and also the MDOF system with HVH system) due to the existence of DSA. Judging from the response spectra in Figure 12 (displacement and velocity response spectra decrease when the natural period becomes shorter than 3.0(s)), this change of the fundamental
natural period brought a difference in the frame ductility factors in Figure 13. Although some attempts to scale the ground motion for respective control systems (HVH and DHD) can be considered in the comparison, the simultaneous modification in the amplitude and time scales may be meaningful from the viewpoint of resonance. For this purpose, it seems that the DIP analysis shown in Figures 10, 11 is superior to the analysis for the recorded ground motion because only the critical resonant case is sought depending on the level of plastic response and the intrinsic characteristic on the performance of damper systems can be captured in a reliable and reasonable way.

CONCLUSION

The viscous-hysteretic hybrid (HVH) damper system proposed in the previous paper for a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system was extended to a multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF)
system subjected to pulse-type earthquake ground motions of an extremely large amplitude. The HVH system consists of a viscous damper and a hysteretic damper with a gap mechanism as a stopper. The following conclusions were derived.

1. Since the pulse-type earthquake ground motion of extremely large amplitude causes a complicated catastrophic effect on tall buildings, the treatment of tall buildings as MDOF systems is inevitable for a reliable analysis of its effect. The effectiveness of the HVH system in tall buildings was analyzed and demonstrated.

2. A double impulse was used as a substitute for pulse-type ground motions of extremely large amplitude. Time-history response analyses were performed for an amplitude modulated critical double impulse to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed HVH system. It was demonstrated that the HVH system is effective for various levels of the double impulse which causes a large plastic deformation. The hysteretic damper with a gap mechanism as a stopper element plays an important role in the effective reduction of concentrated plastic deformations.

3. The double impulse pushover (DIP) analysis, which was proposed by Akehashi and Takewaki (2019), was conducted and revealed the critical resonant performance of elastic-plastic tall buildings. It was demonstrated that the HVH system is also effective for gradually increasing critical double impulse. In addition, an analysis to a recorded ground motion at Kumamoto (2016) was conducted. It was clarified that the HVH system also has a good performance for a recorded ground motion of extremely large amplitude.

4. The comparison with the formerly proposed dual hysteretic damper (DHD) system composed of parallel-type small and large-amplitude hysteretic dampers was also conducted. The large-amplitude hysteretic damper includes a gap mechanism as in the HVH system. It was shown that the performance of the HVH system is almost equivalent to the DHD system except in a few examples and the small residual deformation of the HVH system is an advantageous feature.
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